Shutter Hardware Measurements
Even if your shutters are to remain open, taking advantage of
the most suitable hardware gives you the freedom of functionality.

The instructions found below provide a straight-forward description for measuring your window’s casing,
so that you can determine the offset, if there is any. From there, a Shutter Specialist can walk you through
the shutter hardware selection process. With our help, you will make the best hardware choices for you
and your home. If you are unclear about any part of this important process, call us at 1-800-250-2221
and we will gladly help you with it.
To make measuring easier:
To make measuring for offset easier: Place a flat
piece of wood (A) along the wall extending beyond
the window casing as shown.
For case-mount hinges:
Measure from the casing (B) to the back of the
wood (A). This dimension is considered your offset
and is used when selecting hinge offset.
For jamb-mount hinges:
Measure from the back of the inside edge of the
casing (C) to the back of the wood (A) and then
add the thickness of the shutter. This dimension
will tell you how many “inches open” you need
when ordering mortise hinges such as “H-style”
or Lull & Porter hinges.
For wall mount hinges: Measure from the casing
(B) to the back of the wood (A). If this measurement
is greater that the thickness of your shutters,
then you may use a notched Pintel or a
Brick Mount Pintel in conjunction with our
Heavy Duty Tapered Strap Hinge with Attached Pin.
For surface mount applications:
(permanently affixed to wall) If you are not using
hinges, or pintels, taking measurements is not
required - simply use a non-corrosive fastener.

This example shows the top view of
a plate pintel with a strap hinge.

This example shows the top view of
a lag pintel with a strap hinge with 0” offset.
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